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Abstract

A physics-based methodology is described to predict jet-
mixing noise due to small-scale turbulence. Both self- and
shear-noise source terms of Lilley's equation are modeled
and the far-field aerodynamic noise is expressed as an
integral over the jet volume of the source multiplied by an
appropriate Green's function which accounts for source
convection and mean-flow refraction. Our primary interest
here is to include transverse gradients of the mean density in
the source modeling. It is shown that, in addition to the
usual quadrupole type sources which scale to the fourth-
power of the acoustic wave number, additional dipole and
monopole sources are present that scale to lower powers of
wave number. Various two-point correlations are modeled
and an approximate solution to noise spectra due to multi-
pole sources of various orders is developed. Mean flow and
turbulence information is provided through RANS-kg
solution. Numerical results are presented for a subsonic jet at
a range of temperatures and Mach numbers. Predictions
indicated a decrease in high frequency noise with added
heat, while changes in the low frequency noise depend on jet
velocity and observer angle.

1. Introduction

Development of a reliable and robust jet noise
prediction method is instrumental in the design of jet noise
abatement tools. Short of Computational Aeroacoustics
(CAA) which is arguably the hope of the future [1, 2], most
near-term approaches to the jet noise problem start with
some derivative of Lighthill's theory in order to describe the
sources of aerodynamic noise as well as the propagation
effects (e.g. chapter 6, Ref. 3). Pilon and Morris [4]
recently developed a semi-analytical method for jet noise
prediction that employs scaling laws based on acoustic
analogy to characterize the quadrupole and dipole sources
and uses a simplified ray-acoustic approximation to
propagate the sound to the far field. Tam et al. [5]
concluded that a two-component spectra is needed to
describe the noise generation due to both small-scale
turbulence and instability waves in the jet flow. They
maintain that instability waves generate sound at subsonic as
well as supersonic speeds, although they become
increasingly more efficient at high supersonic speeds.
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More recently, Tam and Auriault [6] developed a
semi-empirical theory to predict the small-scale turbulence
noise based on the kinetic theory of gases. They argue that
the source of small-scale turbulence noise is the kinetic

energy of free-scale turbulence and use a Reynolds
Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) solution with a kz
turbulence model to obtain the source strength as well as
the time- and length scales of small eddies.

Although, in principle, direct numerical
simulation (DNS) may be used to describe the acoustic
near field [7,8], all scales of motion cannot be resolved for
the high Reynolds-number jets of practical interest due to
increasing demand on grid resolution. It is argued that at
supersonic speeds, large-scale structures dominate the
initial noise-producing region of the jet. Consequently,
large eddy simulation (LES) has been advocated [9,10] as
a useful and practical tool to predict the acoustically
efficient larger scales while modeling the smaller subgrid-
scale turbulence.

In the present study, we employ a physics-based
modeling approach to describe the sound sources of small-
scale turbulence. Our primary concerns are the so-called
self- and shear-noise sources of Lilley's equations,

commonly represented as pDa'(u_u:)/Ox_igxj and

-2p(dU / dr)a 2(u2u/) / OxjOxj respectively. A great deal of

simplification in modeling of a two-point correlation may

be achieved by assuming that the mean density p is
constant (i.e. quasi-incompressible turbulence), and by
considering turbulence as isotropic. Reference [11] details
the derivation of various quadrupole type sources that
emerge from permutations of a two-point velocity
correlation using both isotropic and axisymmetric
turbulence models. Here, we assume that the mean flow is
locally parallel and its density is a function of the spanwise
coordinate r. The radial gradient of the mean density (and
sound speed) produces additional sources within both the
self- and shear-noise terms. Approximate expressions for
noise spectra from various source types is given and the
significance of newly derived sources and their
contribution to noise of heated jets is examined through a
numerical simulation of a simple round jet.

On the experimental side, the effect of jet density
on aerodynamic mixing noise from subsonic and fully
expanded supersonic jets has been studied by a number of



investigators.Hoch et aL [12] studied the effect of density
on noise by varying the jet temperature at a range of
velocities from 150 to 800 rn/s. Their far-field
measurements show the expected reduction in noise with
reducing density at high velocities and the existence of a low
velocity regime in which the reduction of density by heating
the jet increases the acoustic power. A more detailed
experimental study of the effect of jet density on noise
spectra is given by Tarma [13]. According to his findings, at
high Strouhal numbers, mixing noise decreases with heating
the jet throughout the velocity range. At low source Strouhal
numbers, the intensity increases with heating at subsonic

acoustic Mach numbers(U/a®)while it decreases with

heating at supersonic Mach numbers. We intend to
compare our predictions with these observations using jets
numerically calculated at inflow boundary conditions that
could closely simulate the experiment.

For the most part, our predictions agree with data
and indicate a reduction in high frequency noise with
increasing jet temperature. At intermediate and low subsonic
speeds, heating enhances the low frequency noise at smaller
angle from jet inlet. In addition, predictions indicate that
density gradients of the mean flow contribute primarily in
the context of the dipole sources of self noise and radiate
mainly at 90°.

The paper begins with the formulation of the
governing equations. In sec 2.1 we briefly describe Balsa's
Green's function. Modeling of two-point correlations and
sound spectral intensity due to various terms of self and
shear noise are described in section 2.2. Sections 3 and 4
describe implementation of the prediction methodology and
the final summary.

2. Spectral Density of Sound as Related to Source
and Green's Function

We assume that the mean flow is locally parallel and that
local density and sound speed are functions of the radial coordinate
ronly

U = U(r), p = p(r), a = a(r). (I)

Lilley's equation for an inviscid flow lineafized
unidirectional transverselysheared mean flow is

1 3_ DV2p__r(loga2)D_rL(p; U,x_) -_ -_-_O p

dU a: p
+2

dr OxlOr

= pD i_ (u,u: )
&,&j

Self_No_e

dU 3 2(u:uj)
210 _'",

dr &q&j

_ncar_ Nolse

about a

(2)

where p is the acoustic pressure, r, ¢,x, denote the cylindrical

coordinates, D = 3 / & + U3 / &q is the conveeave 6erivative_
V2is the Laplacian operator in a cylindrical coordinate system

and u i is the fluctuating part of the velocity. The t_ms on the

right-hand side of Eq. (2) are usually referred to as self- and
shear-noise source terms, respectively.

2.1 Moving Reference Frame (Balsa's Solution)

To aeeotmt for both source convection and the

refraction of sound in the presence of the mean flow, a closed
form solution to Lilley's equation in the high frequency limit was
diseussedby Balsa in References 14, 15and 16. Balsa's solution

is expressed in a coordinate system £' moving with the
turbulent eddies.

Z(Ge -'_; V, x',) = e -'r_8(x; )8(q_ - ¢o)8(r - ro) / r,

£'=_-Od, V=U-U¢, D=a/&+VO/Ox I • (3)

,Jet _ ......

X 2

r

j Xl

Fig. 1 Moving frame

The convection velocity 0 c is in thex_ direction and is usually

some fraction of jet exit velocity. Here, _ refersto the source
frequency in a moving reference flame, i.e., a frame moving with
a conveeting eddy. A two-point space--time correlation is

denotedasR(y,_,0 where_ and_ rwr_-ntthevatialand

t_mpor__r_o_ betw_pointsy,=y@2andy_=y+_.
_entally, the correlation R(.9, _, v) in a jet flow desmlges

a fluctuating pattern in a moving frame and is expressed as

R( ,a,o= a.

Far-field spectral density becomes

p-r(£',n) =j"J c'(,',y- a/2,n)G(_',y+_/2,a)

x Q,(y,_=,f2)d_,a_, (4)

wh_ • m_¢,_._a compZ-x_m'_ andQ.(Y,¢.,a) is
the spectral density of a two-point space-time correlation in a
moving frame

2



A Doppler factor relates source fi_quency _ to the observer
f_.quencyco.

For brevity, we shall strppress subscript m in writing

sourcecorrelationfunctionsand use _ as a separationvectorwith

respect to a moving frame in the remaining discussions. It turns
out that the Green's function solution to Eq. (3) depends on the
behavior of a so-called shielding function g in the vicinity of the
source. The shielding function is defined as

g_(r,O) = (1- McosO)Z(a® la) 2 -cos 2 0 (6)
(1 - M_ cosO) 2

where M--U(r)/a®, M¢--U_/a® is the source convection Mach

number, 0 is the polar angle from downstream jet axis and

subscript oorefers to _nbienr. The zeros of g_, denoted as ro,are

called the turning points. Shielding of radiated sound depends on
the number of turning points in the vie'in@ of a source. When
there are no turning points (i.e. gZ >0); the Green's function
solution to Eq. (3) ( referred to as an tmshielded solution) is
given 14,15,16 as

, oo,o.f;ol e KIR la.,

G(i',._,g_) = 4za®kR (1- Mo cos0) 2 krogo j

x e '*tff(g-g')d'-¢°'_'-_'°)l, (7a)

g2

ro

Fig. 2 No turning point problem.

and

(= _'g(r,O)dr, k=n/a® ,

g,_ = g(r --, oo,0) = sin0/(1- M c cos0).

(Tb)

The above Green's function was obtained for a fin'-fieldobserver

(i.e. R / D >> 1). When the shielding function crosses zero

only once, i.e. g(r,,, O)= O, and ff the source is located at

ro < r_, the shielding function gF(r,O) becomes negative for

r <G" TheGreen's functionisthenexpmssedas_u

, Oo,O.(¢o:e iOa_/a**

G(£',y,g_) = 4az_._kR (1- Mo cosO) 2 \rof o )

× ei*t_'Jg-g')_-g"°le -*t¢'-¢*co'_q'-_'*)l,(7c)

where

f _ = -g_, (= J'of(r,e)dr. (703

g2

/

r° _ ,r

V"
Fig. 3 One lamaingpoint problem.

Thus f2is positive when r <ro (Fig. 3) and from (703 it is seen
Ouatthe lastexponentialfactorresultsin noise attenuationwhich
becomes slmnger the deeper the source is embedded in the

negative region ofg2(r, 0) and the higher its frequency. The case
with two turning points is also discussed in the swae references.
Ingene_ the shieldingof noise depends on the proximity of the
source with respect to the turning point ro as well as the number
of turning points.

2.2 Noise Sources

The prediction of jet noise due to small-scale
turbulence may be carried out according to El. (4) once the
spectral density of a two-point correlation associated with various
source terms of Lilley's equation are known. Any realistic
computationof Eq. (4) requires some sort of acceptable modeling
to facilitate a closed-form integration with respect to the

separation vector 2. If the time history of source fluctuations is
not known, additional modeling related to the temporal factor of
a two-point correhtion becomes necessary in order to evaluate
the source spectral density. In this section, we discuss the two
relatively more significant sources of Lilley's equation, namely
self- and shear-noise terms as given inEq. (2).



2.2.1 Self Noise

To assess the far-field mean-square pressure due to the

self-noise term only, we write (2) in a moving coordinate

I O:(u_uj)_L(p,,¢;V,x;)= D Po OxiOx--_)' (8)

where density P o has moved to the right of operator

D = 0/at + VO/0x' assuming that flow is locally parallel and

that density fluctuations are small so Po is the mean density at the

source. We now write Lilley's Green's function S for a source of

type D{e-_ 6(£ ' - £'o)}

L(Se-'°_ ; V, x I) =D {e-'_ f( x')B(q_ -- _oo )6(r- ro)/r} . (9)

It is easily shown that S is related to G

S(£',_,f2) = -i_ 1 - 34o cos0 G',2' - f)). (10)
1-M_cosO t ,Y,

The acoustic pressure due to the above source and Green's function
becomes

O2(u'u;) dt,a_, (11)
p,,¢(£,t)= f _S(£,t;y,t_)po Oyfly;

fi Y'

where S(2',t;._,t_) is inverse Fourier Iransform of

S(£',y, fOe -'_' . Integratingby parts with suitable restrictions

on S and its derivatives at large values of Yi one finds

^

=f.f.u,.j at,ay, pos.
t I $,

(12)

The compaclness conditions requires f)l / a® to be small

(/is a typical eddy length scale). Since frequency f2 is of the order

of v/l (v is the R.M.S. of the velocity fluctuations) then the

compactness condition should be true if v/a®is small.

Consequently, in fine-grain turbulence, the eddy lengfla scale is

expected to be much shorter than the wavelength of the acoustic

disturbances (l<< 3. ). If this is Irue, then mean square acoustic

disturbances in the far field may be expressed as a superposition of

disturbances from independently correlated volume dements in a

jet

p_az(_,_)= S _,o (f ,._,_)_'m lokt(_,,f2)d_ ' (13a)
y

where

.. ia,drd./okt(y,n)- J' [.(u, uj)(ukut)e ¢ (13b)

In (13b), the integrand of the source term Iq_ is the familiar

fourth-order space-time correlation. The velocity variables with

and without prime are evaluated at two points _ and.p2 separated

by vector _ and time-delay r. The factor multiplying the

source intensity in (13a) defines a directivity factor that accounts
for effects such as source convection and mean-flow refraction.

The volume integration in (13a) needs to include the

most energetic parts of the jet. When the flow is axisymmelric,

the directivity factor may be averaged azimuthaLly with respect to
source and observer circumferential angles to obtain a ring-

source directivity factor agn. Subsequently, jet volume

in_gration will be limited to radial and axial coordinates

ao_ =- oS Jcdq_o ,

YI r

(14a)

(14b)

Appendix A gives approximate expressions for So

upon neglecting P.ro,oand M,o,o. Dkecfivity factors a_ are

now calculated by placing appropriate variables 80 into Eq.

(14a). Of the 81 components, it turns out that some are equal and

some are identically zero. When the shielding function g2(r) is

positive for values of radial coordinate r from source point ro to

the observer point, the solution is referred to as unshielded and

the corresponding directivity factors relevant to our calculations
become

cos0 ),
allll = k4lL_ 2('1- M ccosO" '

cos 0 - 2 -

U(l__" cosO V'[ 2 ,a=-- cosO, -""o],
[-3 _ 2 2 1

t22222 4 i + -
1 :+a_ +a23)-2ala2 +2a,a3-3a2a3-

b_ + b,b2
. 1

1
+a_ a_)+a:a 3+lb=, +b_ +b,b 2+

(15a)

4



Factors a_and b havea _'n_ion of L-2and depend on the

mean flow properties as

a,=kZg_, a2=N, a3=L(T,- g:°),
ro 2g

1 (15b)
b,=-2kgoT,, b2=_kg.. ° .

Variables a2, a3, bIand b2become identicallyzero when gradient

termsp. ,o and M.,o are neglected (see Appendix A), and hence

the directivity factors (15a) reduce to those given in [11].

When g2(r) becomes negative at the source, a

shielding zone exists. The amount of shielding depends on the

proximity of source _ respect to the fuming point r_as well as

the number of turning points.Thisdependenceisaccountedfor by

multiplying directivity factors (15a) by a shielding coefficient ,00"

For example when there is only one turning point r#t, the shielding
coefficient becomes

,0,+ = e " (15c)

Eq. (15a) is now written for a unit volume ring within a turbulent
jet

2 _

p,w(x,f2;y) = aa.tln, + 4aH22IH_ +8a1212/'1212+

2a_I2_ + 2az_3Im3 + 4a2323Izm

2.2.2 Source Correlations Tensors
06)

Self noise is evaluatedby integrating (16) for the most energetic

parts of a lazaoulentjet. Source correlation tensors 10._ (f, _) are

usually calculated using a physics-based modeling aptxoaeE As
was done in Re£ [11], we assume that txaaodenceis axisymmetric
about the direction of the mean flow. Vadons source correlation

tensors are simplified and written in terms of the axial component

/1, n (see Appendix B)

__ r3A2 +_

2 2 l"Jl_2 _ef 2 iflr

I,,.(y,_)=(ua) g (r)e dr. (17)

Hereg(r)isthetemporalpartofatwo-pointcorrelationu,u),

L, and L2 are axialand transve_'selengthscalesof an

axisymmetric turbulence and A = L2 //-a" Parameter

,O=(1-u_/u_) is assumed known a priori, and the axial
component of tudxdence intensity is expressed as

-u_ = 2 x / (1 - ,0) where x is me lnrbulence kinetic energy.
3

Further, using the usual assum_om we relate the axial le_h

scale L, tothe tmbulmce kinetic energy and itsdissipation rate e

as _ _(u_2)3'2/e. In addition,the source charactei_c

frequency _o (which is the inverse of _c time-delay

ro ) is writtm as _o ~ g / x. Time-delay function of a twc_

point correlation was selected as

g(r) = exp(-_/(cr/2)% (r/ro) 2 ) with cr = 0.8. Making

the necessary substitutions, we find from (17)

7,2 ,K_(cr41+(tqro/2)2) 2,0)I,,,,(y,n) -,,c ro A2(I_ -,3/2,
41+(nro/2) 2

(18)

where Kj isa modified Bessel function of the second kind and of

order one. A Doppler faaor rehtes the source fr(xluency fi to
the observerfr_lUencyo as

n = co_/(1- M# cosO)2+(aJ¢ °s/a®)',

where gc is an empirical e.tmstantselected as 0.50.

2-2.3 Shear Noise

The sound field due tosh_-noisetermsof Lilley's Eq.
(see Eq. 2) isgiven usingthe Green's fun_ion of Eq. (7)

dU _ (U2Uj) tit,rift
P+h_•(£'t)=--2SSG(£"t;y'tl)P dr Oy, Oy.,+

(19)

It is implied that subscript 2 on the source term u2uj refers to a
transverse direction, which when expanded is replaced with

u_uj +u3u j . integrationbyparts rem_ in

pa___(£,,t)=_2f fi6uj 0 ( dU OG_ . _
',._ ._--f tp-_--r ._-i ftla_,. (20)

In writing (20, we have used the parallel flow assumption

OplOy,= O, and OUlOy,= O . Let G denote the quandty inside

the bracket in the last equafio_ Upon recognifmg that

OG / Oy, = ikG cosO / (1 - M# eosO), we write

dU OG

G-po dr c?yI '

2 2 +x+r
b,-- f _ 0 G'jdqMq_ o4_r2 ,i ,

--g--g

pj_•(_,n) = _ SboZ2i2_(Y'n)drdyl "
Yl •

(21)

5



Upon neglecting the second derivative U,,, expressions for _,j

become

I il/(_2 =

3

ik

cos8

1- Mo cosO

-go cos _o

-go sin ¢,

r°ld- T_coS_o d,

_,T3sin_o)

(22a)

and T3 = p' "° + 2 M,o cos 0 g,,o (22b)
2po 1- Mo cosO 2g o

Using (22a) in (21), shearnoise due to a unit volume ring source
becomes

m

p,_,(x,f2,y) = 4(b,,I2m +b_2Iz_ +b_3Izz3), (23)

and the corresponding unshieldeddirectivity factors are

cosO .+.dU.2 2,..,2

b,, = k'( I _ Mc cos0) _--_r ) Polt_l ,

2 2 cosO .2.dU.2 2_.-.,2bt2-- k2(T_+k gg)(l_MocosO ) t--_-_r) PolC'l ,

b,3 = b,2.
(24)

For the shielded case, (ie. when g2(ro)< 0 ,and ro <r_),

shielding factor fl/j as discussed earfier should multiplythe above

directivityfactors.

When gradients p, r, and M.r. are neglected,itis

readily seen that the directiv_ factors of shear noise also reduce to
those given in Re£ [11].

3. Numerical Results

A single stream Round-Convergent nozzle (RC")with an
exit diameter ofD=12.13 crn. is selected for numerical simulation

(Fig. 3). RANS calculations are performed with the NPARC
Navier-Stokes solver [17] and Ckien's k-e turbulence model [18].
Inflow conditions we specified at inlet (4.33D from nozzle exit),
and downstream conditions are provided at 20D from exit plane.
In a sp,_wise direction, the grid extends8.11D from the ecnteriine,
and a free-type boundary condition is specified. Our primary
objective here is to examine the effect of tempcraare, or
equivalently the mean density gradient on radiated jet noise. A set
of run points for the CFD predictions are carefully selected with the
intention of changing the jet temperature while maintaining its
velocity.

II

/

Fig. 3 RC nozzle geomelry.

A total of four run points are shown here. Table la
shows that by lowering the nozzle pressure ratio (NPR) from IA
to 1.27, and at the same time increasing upstream total

temperature To/T= from 1-55to 2.27, the jet exit velocity may be

kept constant at Uj/a® =0.83 while exit temperature T/T® is

increased from 1.42 to 2.13. Similar run points are shown in

Table lb for a low subsonic jet velocity of U//a_o =0.52

Table la Inflow conditions for exit velocity of Uja==0.83

InflowConditions Exit Conditions
(_) (calculated)

case NPR rjr= U/a r/r=

I 1.40 1.55 0.83 1.42
2 1.27 2.27 0.83 2.13

Table lb Inflow conditionsforexit velocity of U//a_=0-_2
Inflow Conditions

(_-t)

3 1.14 1.55 0_52 1.50
4 1.095 227 0.52 221

Predicted radial profiles for mean velocity, temlmatme,
anddensity are shown (Fig. 4) attheintermediatejet exit velocity

of U//a® =0.83 and at four s_mawise locations along the jet

axis; hence the effect of heating on jet noise is examined by
eliminating velocity dependence from calculations.

Noise predictions were performed at subsonic
conditions ofTables la and lb, and compared with experimental
data [13]. Meastrements of Tanna [13] were conducted for a
convergent nozzle with exit diameter of 5.08 cm and on an arc at
72 dim-netersfrom exit. Although the detailsof the geometry and
run points for our numerical simulation are not exactly the same
as the experiment, for all practical purposes a similarparametric
study is conducted and a qualitative _ is justifiable.
For _ple, measurements indicate that at high frequency,
mixingnoisedecreaseswithheating thejetthroughoutthe jet

velocity(seeFig,5).Low frequencynoiseincreaseswithheating

atmbsomc acousticMach numbersU/a® (Fig.5),whileit

decreaseswithheatingatsupersonicMach numbers(notshown

here).Measured_ (Fig.6)indicatesmaoverallreduction



in noise with heating at high and intermediate velocity and an

increase innoise at low subsonic Mach number of U/a,o =0.50.

Figures 7 and 8 show the effect of heating on the
predicted spectra at intermediate and low jet velocities of

Uj/a._ =,0.83 and 0.52. The spectra are computed at R/D=125.

Clearly the temtgrature gap between the jets in our simulation
(Table 1) is notas wide as in the experiment, yet an increase in low
fi_luency noise and a reduction in high frequency noise is still
evident The integrated spectra (Fig. 9) shows a reduction in SPL
with increasing temperature at all angles. At low Math number of
Fig.10, the directivity factor does not exactly follow the trend
suggested by data. Comparing figures 7 and 8 with data of Fig. 5,
it is observed that the increase in low frequency noise in our
simulation in not as large as suggested by data. However, the
density gradient terms provide improvements at the low end of the
spectra and suggest a trendmore compatible with measurement
Figures 11 and 12 demonstrate the effect of heating on noise

directivity at specified Strouhal numbers (St=fD/r.))). They show
that at low frequency, heating results in a relatively maall increase
in noise intensity at mid angles. At high frequency, addition of heat
reduces the noise and increasingly more so at a higher jet velocity.
Fig. 13examines the contnhatiom from multi-pole components of
self and shear noise. Noise components Q, D and M denote the
quadrupole, dipole and monopole predictions, which are
proportionalto k andk° respectively.Whendensitygradient
terms are neglected, only the quadrupole conln_utions are present.
Outside that, the new sources appear primarily at the low end of
the spectra.

Further increase in jet speed in the present numerical
simulation requires a shock-free convergent-divergem nozzles
(CD). An increase in the jet temperature at a given supersonic
speed _ a new design Mach number and hence a new nozzle

geomelry. Measurements [13] indicate that noise level should drop
withheat at the entire rangeof the frequencyspectrum.

4. Conclusions

This study was motivated by a desire to examine the
effect ofheating on jet noise spectra. In addition to the mean flow
refraction effects that directly influence the directivity of jet noise,
new sources related to the radial gradients of mean density and
sound speed were introduce& A physics-based modeling
approach was developed to approximate self- and shear-noise
sources of Lilley's equations. Turbulent velocity fluctuations were
assumed axisymrnetric about the direction of the mean flow. The

present model enhanced the prediction capabilities of jet mixing
noise due to small-scale turbulence. It was suggested that outside
the usual quadrupoles,conm'ontionsflora newly calculatedsources
were mainly due to dipole sources of self noise and atthe low end
of the frequency specinma.

Appendix A

Various derivatives of ,._ are needed with respect to

source coordinatesyi. We use the equation of state for an ideal

gas and express the sound speed as aZo=Py/po, where P is a

constant static pressure; hence ,_ is proportional to _fo" In

addition, the radial gradients of the Math number and sound
speed appearing in the Green's fimction (see Eq. 7) are accounted
for up to the first derivative. A transformation is made to a polar-
cylindrical coordinate system

OIc ,)=t, sin o cOS¢o
The firstderivativesbecome

cosO

$2 = -go cos_

3 -go sin_p

+ (T_ - - I°l1 cosq,o g,

2 go [sin¢oJ

where

g,r.= (a® / ao)2 1- Mo COSO.2T
go (-1- M ccos--'--_ ) 2,

T. = p''° -(-1)" M,o cosO
2po 1- M o cos8'

n = 1,2

(As)

(A2)

Upon neglecting p.,o,, and M,,,,, the second derivativesof
bo?.ome

cos O

(1 - Mc cosO) 2

go2cos: q_

go sin2

goZsin2¢_
2

0

sin 2 ¢o
1 lg,o_

+-:.(T1_ _ ._
ro z go c°s2 _Po

-lsin20o

[°/-sin2Oo
+i-kg.,o sin(_o+ ¢o)

2 sin2¢_o [ '

c°s2g_o J

[i'1S,, =-k =
'_33

23

_ + 1',;
C0S2 _Po

sin2 _Po

2sin2_po_

0

COS q_ COS Cpo

sincsinfo o

lsin(o+ _Oo)

(A3)



andNisgivenas

aT 1 a,. 5 g.,o M,o cos8

1 0T_ T,)g,,o,
2T 2 C3ro go

(,44)

Once the ratio a ,o / ao is replaced with -p,,,/(2Po ) and

gradients of variables T,and 1"2become

M_ cos8 2
_r.=_i__(p.,. )=- (_1), (1= _r_____os0),_ro 2po

Appendix B

Various source correlation tensor I;ju are related to

the axial tensor I,, n

I= = I.. = C,I,,,,.

I,,,, = I,,. = GI,,,,.

I=. = cj,,,,,

/1313_-./1212= C4Ill,l,

I_=,= qI,,,, •

(BI)

For an axisymmetric turbulence coefficients C_ are given as

[I:]

u,

C,='_fl32_ _(6_ A=+ 3N2) + _2 [9(A + N,)4

-48(A +A-') _ +80],

(B2)
C3=_ fll 2 +__(_2+A2 _A-2)+l[3(A+A-I),84

-4(A +A-')2 +7-2A2],

A: fl+ _6 [2(A+ a-')2- A'],c==T,

c, =c,-c,
2
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